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Abstract—This paper analyses randomness in various video
and audio media file types, like: Joint Photographic Experts
Group (JPEG), Waveform Audio File Format (WAV), Flash video
(FLV), high-quality, free and open video format for the web
(WEBM) and MPEG-1 Audio Layer 3 (MP3). Analysis is done
by executing different statistical test. Statistical tests are usually
used for testing different both True Random Number Generators
(TRNG) and Pseudo-Random Number Generators (PRNG), but
we use them in this paper to analyse various media file types
instead of TRNGs and PRNGs output results. Proposed methods
for analysing are implemented in C programming language, by
using one part of ENT (pseudo random number sequence test
program) and making additional scripts for faster processing.
Comparison of randomness is done by comparing different file
types and accompanying results of statistical tests with each other.
The results of comparison are presented.

Index Terms—Randomness, Cryptography, Random Number
Generators, TRNG, PRNG, Statistical Tests, Video Media Files,
Audio Media Files.

I. INTRODUCTION

Our idea in this paper is to recognize which media files
have enough randomness quality to be used for extraction
of cryptographic keys, in order to continue our research on
open questions in CryptoStego - a novel approach for creating
cryptographic keys and messages [1], and to be able to shorten
total encryption time, by using already available/created media
sources.

The paper is organized as follows. Related work is ad-
dressed in section 2. Section 3 explains our idea on how to
measure randomness in different types of video and audio
media files. Comparison results are presented in section 4.
Conclusion and discussion as well as directions for future
research work are in section 5.

II. RELATED WORK

Idea to use different media files to generate cryptographic
keys is not new and has been around for a while. Most of
proposed solutions were to generate personalized keys based
on biometric features like fingerprint [2], voice [3] or face [4].
Good recent overview of biometric key generation methods
and issues can be found in [5]. However, all of ideas mentioned
here requiring certain processing time, which prolongs total
encryption time.

Using entropy to measure randomness on series of data
values is a well-accepted statistical practice in information
theory [6].

A TRNG uses a non-deterministic or so called entropy
source, together with a processing function (entropy dis-
tillation process) to produce randomness [7]. TRNGs have
different source of input, which are in rule, bound to some
physical phenomena and introduced into a computer, like
atmospheric or natural phenomena (atmospheric noise, wind,
etc.). It is not possible to determine any exact mathematical
formula in order to define output results. Therefore, we have
here so-called non-deterministic (or stochastic) processes, like
one in [8].

On the other side, we have computer processing power
which could be used to generate very good, almost similar
(and almost random), output results, by using some kind of
mathematical formulas, on which we base output results. We
call these generators PRNGs. A very good overview of PRNGs
is given in [9].

Quality of both TRNGs and PRNGs is possible to test.
Output results from TRNGs and PRNGs are tested by sta-
tistical [7] and other kinds of tests on randomness. However,
to the best of our knowledge, there were no attempts to analyse
this problem from another angle, i.e., to test existing sets of
already existing sources like various video and audio media
file types on randomness, in order to avoid processing time for
generating results from either TRNGs or especially PRNGs.

In the next section we will explain measurement methodol-
ogy.

III. MEASUREMENT OF RANDOMNESS FOR VIDEO AND
AUDIO MEDIA FILES

A brief explanation of basic idea is provided first. Then a
more detailed explanation and results are given.

By using existing sets of already existing sources of media
file types, which are good enough from randomness perspec-
tive to be used in everyday practice, we are shortening time for
encryption (precisely, generation of cryptographic keys, which
are based on some kind of randomness) and therefore making
the whole encryption/decryption process faster.



A. Randomness Tests

In order to test which media file types are good enough
from randomness perspective to be used in everyday practice,
we were using different statistical tests [10] [7], namely the
following:

1) Entropy Test
Entropy originally was introduced in thermodynamics
and Shannon applied it on digital communications [6].
Entropy is a measure of the uncertainty in a random
variable in information theory, so we could interpret en-
tropy as the measurement of randomness. Shannon was
interested in determining what was theoretical maximum
amount for file compression, i.e. more entropy means
less compression (and better quality of randomness)
and vice versa. We tested entropy as percentage, which
means that results which are the closest to 100.0000%
are the best.

2) Arithmetic Mean Test
Arithmetic Mean Test is simply the result of summing
all of bits in tested file and divide with the length of
the file. If result is close to random, the result should be
close to 0.5.

3) Serial Correlation Test
Serial Correlation Test measures coefficient or extent to
which each byte in tested file depends on the previous
byte [10]. If result is close to random, the result should
be close to 0.

4) Lempel-Ziv Compression Test [11]
The purpose of the test is to determine if and how much
of testing sequence can be compressed. The sequence is
considered to be random if it can not be significantly
compressed. If result is close to random, the result
should be close to 0. Although this test has some
weaknesses [12] [13], we consider it as good for testing,
for the purpose of this paper.

B. Testing environment

Testing environment was set on laptop, with the following
hardware: CPU Intel Core i7-3610QM, CPU working fre-
quency 2.30GHz, and RAM memory 12 GB.

The laptop had the following software installed: operating
system Windows 7 Professional Edition with SP1, and com-
piler Borland C++ version 5.02. As a source for our set of file
types, we used the following sets:

• JPG set of files, where we used our own pictures taken
by our camera,

• WAV set of files, where we used files from Windows
operating system,

• FLV set of files, which we downloaded from YouTube
web-site,

• WEBM set of files, which we downloaded from YouTube
web-site, and

• MP3 set of files, which we downloaded from the internet.
Question of randomness of our selection of files might be
raised. We made tests on more files for each file type and just

selected ten files for each file types, as representative results.
For example, we used for MP3 files 50 test files, from different
sources, and presented results for ten of them only. Another
issue is if the selected files are good representatives of their
types. We justify our selection with the final purpose of our
testing. We want to check how random are certain media files
that are easily available to anyone at any time.

C. Testing procedure

We used compiler Borland C++ and adopted source code
from [10] and we were making additional scripts for faster
processing. Scripts are done in that way that we use [10] not
only for one file, but for the whole folder, so we made effi-
ciency and performance improvement for overall measurement
process.

The measurement is done by running scripts, one time for
each tested file type, and after that we collected results in one
Excel table. We extracted all tables and comparisons which
are presented in this paper from the Excel table.

We used file indexes instead of real file names, due to space
reduction and better table data clarity. File size is given in bits,
for calculating purposes.

D. Test Results

1) JPG Testing: Test results for JPG file types are given in
Table I. As we could see from the results, JPG files have very
good test results, for the purpose of this work, for all of four
tests, as the following:

• File entropy expressed as a percentage varies from
99.8599 to 99.9999, which is very close to 100.0000,

• Arithmetic mean varies from 0.478 to 0.5087, which is
close to 0.5,

• Serial correlation varies from -0.035412 to 0.020914,
which is grouped around 0, and

• Reduction of compression is expressed as a percentage
and is not varying, which means that is exactly equal to
0.

TABLE I
RESULTS OF COMPARISON FOR JPG FILES

File Index File Size Entropy
(%)

Arithme-
tic
Mean

Serial
Correla-
tion

Compre-
ssion
Re-
duc-
tion
(%)

JPG1 21521176 99.9783 0.5087 0.011967 0
JPG2 362248 99.9870 0.4933 0.020914 0
JPG3 369864 99.9537 0.4873 0.02086 0
JPG4 383672 99.9822 0.4921 0.017137 0
JPG5 402448 99.9696 0.4897 0.009691 0
JPG6 715472 99.9917 0.4946 0.018443 0
JPG7 614040 99.8599 0.478 -0.017773 0
JPG8 3396208 99.9999 0.4994 0.01005 0
JPG9 2287168 99.9676 0.4894 -0.035412 0
JPG10 12917424 99.9938 0.4954 -0.014707 0



2) WAV Testing: Test results for WAV file types are given
in Table II.

• File entropy expressed as a percentage varies from
79.3055 to 99.9210, which is not close to 100.0000,

• Arithmetic mean varies from 0.3149 to 0.4835, which is
not close to 0.5,

• Serial correlation varies from 0.121548 to 0.790026, and
is not grouped around 0, and

• Compression reduction expressed as a percentages varies
from 0 to 20.

TABLE II
RESULTS OF COMPARISON FOR WAV FILES

File Index File Size Entropy
(%)

Arithme-
tic
Mean

Serial
Correla-
tion

Compre-
ssion
Re-
duc-
tion
(%)

WAV1 272128 89.8740 0.3149 0.3149 10
WAV2 44512 90.3430 0.3191 0.379226 9
WAV3 3718752 95.4437 0.375 0.121548 4
WAV4 246528 93.0312 0.3459 0.609032 6
WAV5 0.3358 92.0769 0.3358 0.540125 7
WAV6 526160 90.0708 0.3167 0.546205 9
WAV7 438864 79.3055 0.2388 0.790026 20
WAV8 235536 97.0255 0.3988 0.451115 2
WAV9 315056 99.9210 0.4835 0.245809 0
WAV10 1521664 99.6657 0.466 0.39954 0

3) FLV Testing: Test results for FLV file types are given
in Table III. As we could see from the results, FLV files have
very good test results, for the purpose of this work, for all of
four tests, as the following:

• File entropy expressed as a percentage varies from
99.9531 to 100.0000, which is very close to 100.0000,

• Arithmetic mean varies from 0.4939 to 0.50004, which
is very close to 0.5,

• Serial correlation varies from 0.001153 to 0.019413,
which is very close to 0, and

• Reduction of compression is expressed as a percentage
and is not varying, which means that is exactly equal to
0.

Results for FLV file type are the best, comparing with all
other file types tested in this paper.

4) WEBM Testing: Test results for WEBM file types are
given in Table IV. As we could see from the results, WEBM
files have very good test results, for the purpose of this work,
for all of four tests, as the following:

• File entropy expressed as a percentage varies from
99.9295 to 99.9998, which is very close to 100.0000,

• Arithmetic mean varies from 0.4844 to 0.4993, which is
very close to 0.5,

• Serial correlation varies from 0.003173 to 0.014056,
which is very close to 0, and

• Reduction of compression is expressed as a percentage
and is not varying, which means that is exactly equal to
0.

TABLE III
RESULTS OF COMPARISON FOR FLV FILES

File Index File Size Entropy
(%)

Arithme-
tic
Mean

Serial
Correla-
tion

Compre-
ssion
Re-
duc-
tion
(%)

FLV1 149177272 99.9531 0.4872 0.019413 0
FLV2 59895888 99.9994 0.4985 0.005974 0
FLV3 158340880 99.9984 0.4977 0.00546 0
FLV4 700971952 100.0000 0.5004 0.001153 0
FLV5 33027968 99.9891 0.4939 0.012764 0
FLV6 361880112 99.9993 0.4985 0.003405 0
FLV7 460491968 99.9983 0.4975 0.00545 0
FLV8 309196744 100.0000 0.4999 0.002019 0
FLV9 58047696 99.9982 0.4975 0.005092 0
FLV10 156009472 99.9983 0.4975 0.00545 0

TABLE IV
RESULTS OF COMPARISON FOR WEBM FILES

File Index File Size Entropy
(%)

Arithme-
tic
Mean

Serial
Correla-
tion

Compre-
ssion
Re-
duc-
tion
(%)

WEBM1 113135048 99.9295 0.4844 0.020691 0
WEBM2 1244183048 99.9998 0.4993 0.003173 0
WEBM3 311626752 99.9834 0.4924 0.005272 0
WEBM4 101210448 99.9960 0.4963 0.014056 0
WEBM5 365222584 99.9995 0.4986 0.011864 0
WEBM6 320629952 99.9969 0.4967 0.009266 0
WEBM7 228198976 99.9995 0.4987 0.006817 0
WEBM8 219042400 99.9909 0.4944 0.012517 0
WEBM9 314455432 99.9862 0.4931 0.006153 0
WEBM10 601979712 99.9976 0.4971 0.009781 0

5) MP3 Testing: Test results for MP3 file types are given
in Table V. As we could see from the results, MP3 files do
not have good test results for two of four tests, for the purpose
of this work, as the following:

• File entropy expressed as a percentage varies from
97.2269 to 99.9950, which is close to 100.0000,

• Arithmetic mean varies from 0.4023 to 0.4959, which is
not very close to 0.5,

• Serial correlation varies from -0.007505 to 0.044548, and
is grouped around 0, and

• Compression reduction expressed as a percentages varies
from 0 to 2.

IV. CONCLUSION

Easily available sets of already existing sources of media
file types were tested for randomness. Files with content that
is random could be source for short lived cryptographic keys.
Otherwise key generation could take time. Using such files
could make the whole encryption/decryption process faster.

Randomness measuring was performed using different sta-
tistical tests. Testing showed that FLV set of files, compared
with all other above mentioned audio and video files, have the
best results for all given statistical tests, and have not perfect,
but very good randomness. This level of randomness is good



TABLE V
RESULTS OF COMPARISON FOR MP3 FILES

File Index File Size Entropy
(%)

Arithme-
tic
Mean

Serial
Correla-
tion

Compre-
ssion
Re-
duc-
tion
(%)

MP31 69297632 99.3450 0.4524 0.030562 0
MP32 72783408 97.2269 0.4023 0.024078 2
MP33 71262040 99.2258 0.4482 0.024252 0
MP34 26025480 99.9950 0.4959 0.013389 0
MP35 73769792 99.4692 0.4571 0.005453 0
MP36 77397680 99.3962 0.4543 0.012867 0
MP37 78634840 98.9301 0.4392 0.044548 1
MP38 85857176 99.1732 0.4465 0.026074 0
MP39 56182072 99.4412 0.456 0.014138 0
MP310 54027072 99.6054 0.463 -0.007505 0

enough for short lived cryptographic keys, like session keys,
or one-time keys.

Very close results to FLV set of files are results extracted
from WBEM set of files. JPG set of files showed close results
to WBEM.

WAV and MP3 set of files did not show results which could
be accepted as good enough to be used as key generators.

It further means that the best option from all of tested media
file types is to use YouTube web-site as a source for files which
could be used as key generators, especially for [1], where we
used one-time keys. JPG files could also be used, because of
very good results.

Our future work is oriented towards defining of protocols
for agreement on both sets and ordering of files, which are
needed for generation of cryptographic keys.
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